BIWEEKLY COLLOQUIA
SUMMER TERM 2020

CONNECTIVITY AND TRANSFORMATION IN PAST SOCIETIES

MAY 4  Virtual Meeting*
Anette Haug • Institute of Classical Studies / Classical Archaeology, Kiel University
“Sexscapes. Pompeii as a City of Love”

MAY 18  Virtual Meeting*
Ingmar Unkel • Institute for Ecosystem Research, Kiel University
“Hydrological hazards in the past - an Eastern Mediterranean narrative”

MAY 25  Virtual Meeting*
Ben Krause-Kyora • Institute of Clinical Molecular Biology, Kiel University
“Epidemics and Connectivities”

JUNE 15  Virtual Meeting*
Henny Piezonka • Institute of Pre- and Protohistoric Archaeology, Kiel University
“Transcontinental connectivities of hunter gatherers”

JUNE 29  Virtual Meeting*
Konrad Ott • Department of Philosophy, Kiel University
“Outline of a Philosophy of Archaeology”

JULY 13  Virtual Meeting*
Cheryl Makarewicz • Institute of Pre- and Protohistoric Archaeology, Kiel University
“Connectivities of herding”

*Mondays 16.15 - 17.45 h
For questions and web conference login details please contact: rgrossmann@roots.uni-kiel.de or jlaabs@sfb1266.uni-kiel.de